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Every day we face a choice between

what we want to do and what we ought to do.



The underlying cause of 

ethical confusion is often 

miscommunication.





Two people can look at the same thing at the same 

time and each will see something completely different.

Two people can hear the same thing at the same time 

and each will hear something completely different.





What makes it worse is that much of the 

time we aren't listening at all.



Beware of Snipers



  

Snarky – Insults, gossip, lies, sarcasm 

     Nagging – “I don’t trust you” 

          Interrupting – “Who cares what you have to say” 

               Profanity – “I don’t respect you” 

                    Exaggerate – “I don’t respect the truth” 

                         Rambling – “I think I’m fascinating” 

                              Snooping – No boundaries 

WHAT ARE SNIPERS? 



Rabbi Shimon says: 
 

"I never found anything better for 
a person than 

silence."
silent = listen



The root of the problem is 
not that we don't listen. 

It's either that...



...we don't want to listen...



...or we simply cannot hear.



What's missing is the 
language of ethics. 



The discipline of recognizing and 
committing ourselves to what we ought 

to do. 
 

Ethics governs the vast gray area 
between what is legal and illegal, 
between what is clearly right and 

clearly wrong.

ETHICS



The tongue of the 

wise betters 

knowledge, 

But the mouth of 

the fool spreads 

confusion. 

~King Solomon 



Human -- Speaker 
Animal 
Vegetable 
Inanimate 

FOUR LEVELS OF CREATION

How we speak is as important as what we say.



If thought corrupts 

language, 

language can also 

corrupt thought. 

~George Orwell 

As language deteriorates, so do values.



Many seek favor 

with a generous 

man, and every 

friendship goes to 

the man of gifts. 

~King Solomon 



One who digs a pit 

will fall into it, 

and one who sets a 

stone rolling will 

have it come back 

upon him. 

~King Solomon 

Through our actions we create our own reality.



We don’t have to 

change ourselves; 

we only have to 

uncover who we 

really are. 

~Rabbi Moses 

Sofer 



How do you want to see yourself?

How do you want others to see you?



EMPATHETIC -- Consider the thoughts and feelings of others 
to create the connection that is the cornerstone of community. 

TRUST -- presume positive intent; give credit and share credit; 
empower others so they feel like partners instead of peons. 

HONESTY -- separate facts from opinion; acknowledge truth; 
challenge error; set reasonable goals and expectations. 

IMPROVEMENT -- love to learn; flexibility and adapatability; 
promote discussion and debate; take risks; admit mistakes. 

CIVILITY -- anticipate how our actions will affect others rather 
than dictate the behavior of others. 

SILENCE -- Restore and preserve human dignity; listen; 
unplug and power down. 



As water reflects 

one face to 

another, so too the 

heart of one man 

to his fellow. 

~King Solomon 

Look to see yourself reflected in others.



WHY BE ETHICAL? 

It's the right thing to do 

It's in your own self- 
interest



ETHICAL AFFLUENCE

Bosses become free from micromanaging and put- 

ting out fires by inspiring enthusiasm and loyalty. 

Employees feel appreciated, engaged, unworried 

about unsatisfied employers and opportunistic 

coworkers. 

Work-life balance: less time stolen away from 

family and more time spent enjoying family. 



"If you don't want to be better 
tomorrow than you are today, why 

do you need tomorrow?" 

Better yourself, better the world. 
Better the world, better yourself. 



Visit my website 

yonasongoldson.com 

to request my free ebook, 

The Three Pillars of Success 

 

or email me at 

yonasongoldson@gmail.com 

 

Subscribe to my weekly newsletter, 

The Ethical Echo Chamber



Find tranquility in the midst of conflict 
Develop attitudes that deepen relationships 
Gain clarity through times of darkness and confusion 
Decrease cynicism and find joy in the daily miracles that 
fill our lives

Proverbial Beauty 

Secrets for Success and Happiness 

from the Wisdom of the Ages

Take a guided tour beneath the surface of the world we live in 
through the lens of news stories, historical vignettes, folktales, 
the wonders of nature, and the discoveries of science — all 
woven together in a lyrical and surprising medley of the human 
experience.

Available on Amazon.com 

Visit yonasongoldson.com for information

The answers to 3000 years of questions are here, revealed for every seeker of truth and 
self-awareness in the language of our modern era.  Guided by the wisdom of Solomon and 
the mysteries of the Mona Lisa, learn how to find tranquility in the midst of chaos, how to 
savor the moments of everyday life, and how to resolve the paradoxes of the human heart. 



Fix Your Broken Windows 

A 12-step system for promoting ethical 

affluence 

Good intentions are a good start; but there’s a famous road 
paved with those. Small problems grow into large problems, 
and large problems lead to disaster. But if little problems swell 
into tsunamis, why can’t little fixes turn the tide? 

Available on Amazon.com 

Visit yonasongoldson.com for information

What is ethical affluence? 

• Winning the race without ruining your name. 
• Reaching the top without throwing others over the cliff. 
• Achieving your dreams without selling your soul. 

Sometimes, you need a plan. Other times, all you need is a reminder to do what you already 
know you should be doing. Practice becomes habit, and good habits are the recipe for real, 
positive change. 

These pages will introduce you to a practical system of ethics, communication, and personal 
responsibility that will transform any professional or social community into one defined by 
engagement, enthusiasm, and prosperity. 


